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From the studio behind 2010's Tangled and this year's Wreck-It Ralph, Walt Disney Animation

Studios presents Frozen, the coolest comedy-adventure ever to hit the big screen. When a

prophecy traps a kingdom in eternal winter, Anna, a fearless optimist, teams up with extreme

mountain man Kristoff and his sidekick reindeer, Sven, on an epic journey to find Anna's sister, the

Snow Queen Elsa, and put an end to her icy spell. Encountering mystical trolls, a funny snowman

named Olaf, Everest-like extremes, and magic at every turn, Anna and Kristoff battle the elements

in a race to save the kingdom from destruction. Learn about the characters, locations, themes, and

iconic moments of Disney's newest princess tale, Frozen. A fact-filled reference, Frozen: The

Essential Guide takes you inside this enchanting world featuring beautiful movie stills and fun and

interesting facts!
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My Children see a movie trailer on tv and I get them the essential guide, sticker book, color book

and any jr novel I can find to get them by until it gets released onto Blu ray to buy. The Essential

Guide is such a great book and is so full of detailed information on the movie , my kids love them.

This is a really cool book. One of my favorite things about it is the characters and the beautiful



scenery. The writing was beautiful. The pictures were lovely and it teaches princesses that love is

stronger than fear. I can't wait to see the movie! I think it will be a great movie.

This book is simply great. I had the Brave Essential Guide, so I knew what to expect, but this one is

even better.The pictures are so colourful and pretty, and the paper is of great quality. It even has

some illustrations at the end, and facts about the characters you did not learn in the movie.It also

arrived more than 3 weeks earlier than the estimated delivery date suggested, so that's a plus.

Wonderful book for preschool and up. Only woe is that the book abruptly ends with a "how is it

resolved" thyme cliffhanger. It alludes to a happy ending, but doesn't reveal the plot details of the

last three minutes of the film. I guess this was published right as the movie came out, and they tried

to avoid spoiling the plot resolution, but geez.

My daughter adores this book, and loves to have someone read it to her while she's watching the

movie, which she does non-stop. There's one small picture and short paragraph about the king and

queen being drowned at sea, but I covered it with a sticker of little Elsa and the king because that's

an emotional topic for my daughter. Problem solved.

DK Publishing is always a winner for our family. Young Frozen fans will love this book! Frozen - The

Essential guide does not disappoint, and is perfect for kids ages 4-8. It contains a summary of the

movie in words and pictures featured in a first encyclopedia-type format. Descriptions of each

character and stills of scenes from the movie make this a compelling picture book and read-aloud

for younger children. Excellent price and quick shipping makes for a happy mom and a happy little

girl!

I purchased the "Frozen: Essential Guide" as a birthday present for a 6 year old girl and it was a big

hit! The hardback book features large, colorful pictures along with tons of facts related to the movie

and individual characters. Highly recommended for Frozen fans!

My daughter is an early reader (7 years old) and loved learning more about her favorite film in this

book. As a former teacher, I was familiar with other DK Publishing books and know that their

quick-hitter fun fact approach appeals to kids.
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